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Current Review

Nelson Freire hasn't made a commercial recording of Saint-Saëns's Second Piano Concerto, which makes this radio recording from 1986 all the more fascinating. In the piano's rhapsodic solo opening he combines freedom with a sense of purpose, though ensemble isn't always entirely precise between him and Ádám Fischer's orchestra, and the piano sound can be a touch muddy in the bass register. Despite this, Freire can make something as simple as an arpeggio sound ravishing and the sense of fantasy is everywhere apparent. He takes a freer approach than Grosvenor and Hough in the scherzando second movement. But it is in the finale that Freire is most impressive, dispatching its considerable virtuosity with flair, from pounding octaves to highly delicate textures, the closing moments suitably tumultuous.

The solo pieces on this disc were recorded when Freire was only 21 and have not been previously released. How good is it to have a selection of Grieg's Lyric Pieces, which are vividly rendered. If the 'Solitary traveller' (Op 43 No 2) is still more forlorn in Stephen Hough's hands, Freire's 'Little bird' (Op 43 No 4) is set free by the lightest of pedalling and a scampering virtuosity (Andsnes is more sustained – both are compelling). The colourful 'Norwegian Melody' (Op 12 No 6) moves from stamping rhythms to a darting, shifting idea, though Andsnes is arguably more effective here, making more of its folkish qualities at a faster tempo. Freire's 'Shepherd Boy' (Op 54 No 1) is a highlight, conjuring a palpable sense of loneliness, of vast unpeopled vistas.

Freire's Liszt has always had a nobility to it and the pieces here are no exception. If he can't quite match the darkness of Cherkassky (c1946) in the Fifth Hungarian Rhapsody – a searing reading whose sense of purpose glows through the crackle of the recording – it is still remarkable for its gravity, while the 10th is entirely without garish showmanship, Freire's panache with its glissandos a joy to behold. In the Second Polonaise, too, we find muscularity and finesse in perfect balance. A fine addition to the Freire discography.
Nelson Freire hasn’t made a commercial recording of Saint-Saëns’ Second Piano Concerto, which makes this radio recording from 1986 all the more fascinating. In the piano’s rhapsodic solo opening he combines freedom with a sense of purpose, though ensemble isn’t always entirely precise between him and Adám Fischer’s orchestra, and the piano sound can be a touch muddy in the bass register. Despite this, Freire can make something as simple as an arpeggio sound ravishing and the sense of fantasy is everywhere apparent. He takes a freer approach than Grosvener and Hough in the scherzando second movement. But it is in the finale that Freire is most impressive, dispensing its considerable virtuosity with flair, from pounding octaves to highly delicate textures, the closing moments suitably tumultuous.

The solo pieces on this disc were recorded when Freire was only 21 and have not been previously released. How good it is to have a selection of Grieg’s Lyric Pieces, which are vividly rendered. If the ‘Solitary traveller’ (Op 43 No 2) is still more forlorn in Stephen Hough’s hands, Freire’s ‘Little bird’ (Op 43 No 4) is set free by the lightest of pedalling and a scampering virtuosity (Andantes is more sustained – both are compelling). The colourfull ‘Norwegian Melody’ (Op 12 No 6) moves from stamping rhythms to a darting, shifting idea, though Andantes is arguably even more effective here, making more of its folkish qualities at a faster tempo. Freire’s ‘Shepherd Boy’ (Op 54 No 1) is a highlight, conjuring a palpable sense of loneliness, of vast unpeopled vistas.

Freire’s Liszt has always had a nobility to it and the pieces here are no exception. If he can’t quite match the darkness of Cherkassky (1946) in the Fifth Hungarian Rhapsody – a searing reading whose sense of purpose glows through the crinkle of the recording – it is still remarkable for its gravity, while the 10th is entirely without garnish showmanship, Freire’s panache with its glissandos a joy to behold. In the Second Polonaise, too, we find muscularity and finesse in perfect balance. A fine addition to the Freire discography.  
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